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Basma Alsharif asks a question for our time. Increasing human migration prompted by wars and climate change means, for many, an experience of cultural displacement. Born in Kuwait to Palestinian refugee parents who had fled Israeli occupation, Alsharif migrated first to France then to the United States. Her continuing nomadic existence informs her art production. As a person of diaspora, struggling with questions of identity and alienated from the seemingly endless Palestinian struggle, she asks, If oppressive power relations – such as those between states, ethnicities and genders – can’t be eliminated, how else might we claim our freedom?

In her exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Art, Alsharif pursues these themes through intricate but playful combinations of photography, video, film, and text. Reflecting the artist’s discomfort with borders, her themes and materials mingle and overlap through four installations on MOCAs expansive third floor.

One favoured approach is the exploration of autofiction – imaginative narratives in which fictional characters entwine with the artist’s own biography – to incubate new identities unfettered by official histories. In a video titled The Story of Milk and Honey (2011) – the centrepiece of the eponymous installation – a male voice describes his intention while in Lebanon to write a love story devoid of political tensions. On surrounding walls hang different genres of images: small black-and-white framed family photos with faces erased; numerous large color photographs shot by Alsharif capturing fragments of unidentified strollers along the Corniche in Beirut; pages of botanical drawings and texts from a book on native plants explaining the conditions necessary for species survival, suggesting the question for transplanted refugees – can cultural identities survive outside their native habitat? – and Alsharif’s own partially completed drawings of botanical specimens. As the video concludes, the narrator, whose identity gradually merges with the artist’s, admits his failure to write his desired story. Coupled with the refugee’s longing for emotional safety and comfort, but this home is partially completed drawings of botanical specimens. As the video concludes, the narrator, whose identity gradually merges with the artist’s, admits his failure to write his desired story. Coupled with the refugee’s longing for emotional safety and comfort, but this home is

Three prints of archival photographs of Arab slaves taken by Arabist T. E. Lawrence are stuck to the wall. In pointed resistance to official colonial history, a wall text notes that these images are copyright protected and presented here without permission. Alongside the constructed living room, a cluster of thirty-eight small framed prints of archival images from London’s British Museum depict colonial encounters with indigenous peoples, their salon-style display presenting a disturbed family tree. For the colonized and diasporic, reality is uncertain, broken, haunted.

The story, printed in both English and Palestinian Arabic, begins with an erotic love affair and then follows its main character across geography and history – France, Cairo, pre-apartheid Gaza, pharaonic Egypt – to arrive finally at a state of ecstatic transcendence, the dissolution of all distinctions and hierarchies – the milk and honey of Biblical provenance. But, hanging throughout the gallery and permeating other installations are large photographic banners depicting train station interiors shot by Alsharif during her travels through Serbia, Bosnia, and Croatia – another region of contested borders. They remind us of perpetual tension – the push and pull between our desire for freedom and the conditions that constrain us – and our struggle to find a place to settle.
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